
Design Upgrade
MALIBU TWO-PIECE TOILET
NOW FEATURING RIMLESS BOWL DESIGN

Valued Customers,

Icera is rolling out a design change to all configurations of the Malibu 2PC toilet (model #s
6325.128.xx bowl, 6325.110.xx bowl, 6325.028.xx single-flush tank, 6325.228.xx dual-flush tank). All
units currently on the water and all future production will feature a Rimless bowl design.

Both bowl and tanks have been assigned new SKUs. The tanks remain the same in style and
functionality and are interchangeable with the older style bowls. The new tanks can be paired with an
old bowl (and vice versa) if you find yourself in need of a replacement for only one portion of a
previously installed toilet.

C-3250.01 bowl
Replaces 6325.128.01
12" rough-in CEL bowl

C-3255.01 bowl
Replaces 6325.110.01
10" rough-in CEL bowl

T-3250.01 tank
Replaces 6325.028.01

1.28gpf single-flush

T-3252.01 tank
Replaces 6325.228.01

1.28gpf/0.9gpf dual-flush tank

An updated price list is available for download on our website. Please visit the 2021 Pricing &
Programs section of Retailer Resources on icerabath.com. Please note that only the model numbers
and corresponding UPC barcode numbers are changed on the price list. The actual list prices for the
upgraded models are unchanged from their previous counterparts.

WHAT IS A RIMLESS BOWL?

Traditional toilet bowls have small jet holes under the rim where water is released to flow into the bowl
when the toilet is flushed. These jet holes can be difficult to clean thoroughly – especially in areas
where hard water is a problem. Our Rimless Bowl design eliminates bacteria and mineral build-up
with a completely open bowl rim. When the toilet is flushed, two large jets at the back of the bowl
release a significant volume of water into the bowl for maximum bowl cleaning. 

https://www.icerabath.com/retailer-resources/


Paired with Icera’s antimicrobial MicroGlaze™ stain-resistant finish, the Rimless Bowl design offers
the ultimate in hygiene and makes cleaning a breeze.

We are happy to provide updated displays at no charge. Please reach out to sales@icerausa.com if
you have any questions on how to order. And please feel free to contact us with any other questions
or concerns.

Thank you,

The Icera Team | sales@icerausa.com | 855-44-ICERA


